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We review microfluidic devices designed for multidimensional sample analysis, with a primer on
relevant theory, an emphasis on protein analysis, and an eye towards future improvements and
challenges to the field. Image shows results of an on-chip IEF-CE separation of a protein mixture;
unpublished surface plot data from A. E. Herr.

1. Introduction
While systems biology and proteomics are powerful paradigms
for biological studies, further advances hinge on breakthroughs in
bioanalytical technologies. As early as the 1950’s, researchers
identified the need to increase the number of species analyzed in
a single assay over available one-dimensional (1D) analysis. Tools
for 1D analysis can separate biomolecules based on a single
physical or chemical property such as size, charge or affinity.
Analytical chemists looked to two-dimensional (2D) and multidimensional separations to increase the analysis capacity of assay
systems.1 In 1984, Giddings aptly noted that ‘‘2D technology
must stand on the shoulders of 1D building blocks’’.2 Regardless
of format – slab gel, capillary, or microchip – multidimensional
assays require systems design and integration considerations to
yield performance improvements over 1D assays.
Developers of multidimensional separations work to optimize
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tionship between the respective separation mechanisms and the
transfer of sample between assays. A primary aspect of multidimensional assay development is the compatibility of the
separation dimensions, specifically the orthogonality (or independence) of the individual dimensions when implemented in
tandem. A myriad of chromatographic and electrophoretic
approaches, including high pressure liquid chromatography
(HPLC), isoelectric focusing (IEF), and sodium dodecyl sulfate
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), have been
combined in various ways to improve and optimize the information available from a single assay.3–9 The number of useful
assay combinations increases when mass spectrometry (MS),
which aids in identifying the chemical composition of a sample
based upon the mass-to-charge ratio of its constituent species, is
added as an analysis dimension.10–12 Further, developers of 2D
separations seek to surmount daunting challenges in control of
the physicochemical interface between the dimensions. Special
attention is paid to performance-degrading dispersion which
corrupts sampling efficiency and effectiveness.
In this review, we consider microfluidic systems as one possible
technology for addressing challenges in the coupling of independent 1D separations. We focus on microfluidic multidimensional
protein separations developed over the previous ten years. First
we present a primer on the rationale behind multidimensional
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separations, followed by detailed descriptions of specific strategies
used in device design, fabrication, sample injection, data collection and analysis for microfluidic multidimensional separations.
We highlight fundamental performance measures required of
multidimensional separations, review recent microfluidic
approaches to achieving said performance, and look to the future
by discussing the promise and challenges facing microfluidic
multidimensional systems.

system. In a single dimension, the peak capacity is defined as the
maximum number of separated peaks contained per unit separation length for a selected critical SR, denoted here as SRcrit
(often SRcrit  1). For a given separation length, Lc, the peak
capacity (nc) for an isocratic separation is given by:
nc ¼

Lc
4s,SRcrit

(4)

In the case of a gradient elution process, the peak capacity
must be adjusted to:

2. Rationale for microfluidic multidimensional
separations

nc ¼ 1 þ

System performance
For both single-dimension and multidimension assays, there are
several key performance metrics.15 Separation resolution, SR, is
defined as the ratio of the distance between neighboring sample
peaks to the width of a sample zone:
SR ¼

DL
4s

s2
Ld

(2)

 2
Ld
s

(3)

H¼
and
Nt ¼

Increased Nt correlates with improved separation efficiency,
with the inverse being true for H. Bharadwaj et al. have proposed
that SR combined with an evaluation of the signal to noise ratio
(SNR) serve as the best measures of performance for on-chip
separation systems.13 The SNR is defined as the signal peak
height divided by the standard deviation of the background
signal.
A performance metric often employed for multidimensional
separations is the total peak capacity, ntotal, of the separation
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(5)

where tg is the gradient time and W represents the peak width.14
For a multidimensional system, the total peak capacity is maximally a multiplicative product of the capacities from each 1D
mode, ni, brought together in an nth-order separation:15
ntotal ¼

n
Y

ni

(6)

i¼1

(1)

Here, DL is the center-to-center distance between peaks (or
zones) of interest and 4s is the average width value for the two
analyte bands under consideration. SR can be thought of as the
peak-to-peak distance between neighboring zones normalized by
the average zone width. In separations of multiple analytes, the
overall separation resolution is the SR for the two analytes which
are most difficult to separate. SR is a critical factor in characterizing the efficiency of a separation. Dispersion, or band
broadening, reduces SR. Sample broadening may result from the
following sources: molecular diffusion, dispersion arising from
the injection, turn-induced dispersion, pressure gradient-induced
dispersion, Joule-heating-induced dispersion, and the size of the
detection region. In addition to SR, the analytical detection
sensitivity plays a key role in defining separation performance.
Choice of detector location, Ld, is dictated by a trade-off in
maximizing SR while maintaining sufficient detector sensitivity
(i.e., signal-to-noise ratio).
One metric that is common for evaluating separation performance is the theoretical plate height (H) and its derivative measure,
the number of theoretical plates (Nt). These are defined as:

tg
W

This formulation highlights the potential separation power
available from a multidimensional approach, assuming that the
utilized modes of separation are completely orthogonal to one
another. The selection of orthogonal mechanisms to achieve
a high total peak capacity is critical when one considers the high
probability of peak overlap when dealing with complex samples.
For a sample containing m components undergoing a separation
mechanism with a peak capacity nc, it can be statistically
demonstrated15 that the number of components which can be
resolved as single peaks (s) is given by:


2m
s ¼ m exp 
(7)
nc
Thus for a sample containing 100 components, within a separation system with a peak capacity of 200, it is likely that only
37% of total components will be singly resolved. For the effective
separation of a biological sample containing a high number of
components, it becomes clear that nc needs to be much higher
than m.
To yield maximal information about each analyte, multidimensional combination strategies typically include two different
modes of separation although three16 and even four dimensional17 separation systems are possible, often when MS is
included. Indeed, the inclusion of MS tools becomes a powerful
asset when bottom-up ‘‘shotgun’’ proteomic analyses are
utilized.18–22 Multidimensional separations have been performed
on various mediums including slab gels,1,8,23–25 glass capillary
tubes,4,6,7,9 or within chromatographic columns such as in
HPLC.3,21,22,26–30 Specific applications for multidimensional
separations include the analysis of oligomers,26,28 metabolites31,32
and proteins.24,33 Reviews by Cooper et al., Fournier et al., Issaq
et al. and Neverova and Van Eyk provide excellent detail on
previous work involving MS.19,34–36
Sampling strategies
Both ‘‘heart cutting’’ and ‘‘comprehensive’’ sampling techniques,
as well as spatially-multiplexed and time-multiplexed methods
are used to sample species into successive separation dimensions.
Lab Chip, 2009, 9, 2524–2536 | 2525

‘‘Heart cutting’’ methods sample one discrete zone from the first
dimension into the second.37–41 The ‘‘heart cutting’’ technique is
useful to obtain high separation resolution for a single fused peak
from the first dimension. In the comprehensive approach,
sequential aliquots from the first dimension effluent are sampled
into the second separation dimension, making the method
applicable to analysis of all species including multiple fused
peaks.42–46 Optimized sampling parameters developed by
Murphy and colleagues for the comprehensive approach suggest
that the second dimension separation should be significantly
faster than that of the first dimension.47 The comprehensive
sampling approach is often automated and issues of oversampling and under-sampling are critical. Sampling into
a subsequent dimension is similar to the discretization of an
analog signal, as under-sampling can result in a loss of information within the final proteomic profile. To achieve the highest
possible resolution, each peak from the first dimension must be
sampled at least three times into the second dimension when the
sampling is in phase (synchronized to the arrival of the eluting
band).47 For a maximally out of phase sampling process, at least
four samples per peak are necessary to ensure that all eluting
compounds are brought into the second dimension. A consideration of the narrowest peak of interest in the first dimension
helps to determine the sampling rates for each multidimensional
time-multiplexed separation. Relative assay speed constraints
arising from the comprehensive approach limit the types of
assays suitable for coupling in this manner.
Realizing microfluidic multidimensional assays
Because of the diversity of proteins and the seven to twelve orders
of magnitude48 expression range found in biological fluids,
adaptable technologies that provide high-resolution and high
dynamic range detection are critical tools for proteomic research.
To meet performance challenges, researchers are focusing attention and effort on development of multidimensional separations
using microfluidic technologies. Interest in microfluidic tools
stems from critical performance advantages afforded through use
of microsystems. Most relevant to multidimensional separations
are advantages in improved throughput due to rapid separation
abilities at the microscale, low sample volume requirements, and
perhaps most importantly, the integration of functions. In this
review, we consider microfluidic systems in which the most
significant stages of analysis, including multimodal separation
and specimen transfer are integrated into a monolithic device.49
Previous literature includes review of microchip technologies
coupled with off-chip analytical systems, including MS and
capillary-based chromatography, which we do not cover here.18,50
The choice of a proper substrate material is critical in the
design of microscale separation devices. One must consider
factors such as ease of fabrication, optical properties and
biocompatibility. Perhaps the earliest microfabricated device
intended for multidimensional separation was fabricated from
fused quartz and reported by Becker et al.51 in 1998. The chip
design demonstrated the possibility of two-dimensional capillary
electrophoresis based on an intersecting array of 500 parallel
microchannels. Borosilicate glass is another similar material with
excellent optical properties that is commonly used in device
fabrication. Glass and quartz both generate minimal background
2526 | Lab Chip, 2009, 9, 2524–2536

fluorescence from the channel substrate which can limit the
attainable detection sensitivity. Silicon devices are typically
fabricated through standard lithographical techniques that were
developed in the semiconductor industry,52,53 though micromilling processes may be utilized as well.54,55 Facile adaptation of
conventional silicon fabrication methods in conjunction with the
rigid modulus of elasticity and dependable bonding properties
resulted in use of silicon as a common material in early microfluidics work.
More recently, polymers have been used, including: poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA),
and polycarbonate. Polymeric substrates are generally less delicate than glass devices and are relatively easy to machine, as well
as potentially inexpensive when produced in mass. PMMA is
a non-conducting material with high dielectric strength which
serves as the substrate of choice in the majority of microdevices
for multidimensional separation reviewed here. While other
polymeric materials have been demonstrated to adversely influence the formation of polyacrylamide gels, PMMA will not
interfere with gel polymerization.37 Although the micromilling
techniques used with PMMA are fairly versatile, these techniques
are still quite sensitive to vibration and variations in machining
parameters. Thus, fabrication methods such as laser ablation,56–59
plasma etching60,61 hot embossing62,63 and injection molding64 are
also common, especially for high throughput manufacturing
applications. The glass, silicon and polymeric materials discussed
here are frequently used in biomolecular research applications.
However, to varying degrees, these material surfaces may experience nonspecific protein adsorption which can result in significant amounts of sample loss and have a negative effect on
experimental repeatability. In many cases, surface modifications
to the material are necessary to minimize analyte adsorption to
microchannel walls.65

3. Coupled modes of separation benefit from
microfluidic technology
In this section, we review demonstrated multidimensional separations developed on microfluidic platforms. We begin with some
of the earliest work in on-chip multidimensional separations,
which utilized micellar electrokinetic chromatography (MEKC)
and microchip capillary electrophoresis (CE). Next, an overview
of microdevices for combined isoelectric focusing and electrophoresis for the analysis of proteins is presented along with
discussion of relevant techniques employed to improve resolution and ease of use. Finally, alternative modes for performing
multidimensional separations within a microfluidic device will be
reviewed. To achieve the highest possible peak capacities and to
ensure an accurate estimate of ntotal, each of the coupled modes
of analyte separation presented below were chosen based on
a demonstrated mechanistic independence.
Micellar electrokinetic chromatography – electrophoresis
MEKC allows charge neutral species to be separated in an
electric field, and expands both the scope and sensitivity of
conventional electrophoresis. Through MEKC, species are
separated based upon differential partitioning between a pseudostationary micellar phase and an aqueous mobile phase.66
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009

Electrophoresis separates analytes on the basis of charge-to-mass
differences (i.e., electrophoretic mobility). By building upon
methodologies established for microfluidic MEKC67–69 and
adding in a time-multiplexed CE separation in a second dimension microchannel, the Ramsey group demonstrated one of the
first 2D separations on-chip.44,45 In developing the 2D system, the
group tackled the performance degrading problem of geometry
induced dispersion at microchannel turns. As with electrophoretic and chromatographic assays in general, the separation
length, Ld, directly impacts the attainable SR for MEKC.15
Consequently, in order to achieve the highest possible SR within
the smallest device footprint, serpentine microchannel geometries have been used. The serpentine channel network provides an
increased channel length per unit chip area.
Typically, the inclusion of turns results in a broadening of the
analyte band owing to turn-induced dispersion arising in part
from the ‘‘racetrack’’ effect.70 Owing to this racetrack effect,
charged analyte molecules migrating along the channel length
(axial transport) cover less linear distance if following path lines
closest to the interior radius of a turn.71–73 Compounding the
effect, the field strength is higher along the shorter path length,
thus causing the analyte molecules on the inside of the turn to
migrate with an even higher velocity. Researchers have characterized turn-induced dispersion through mathematical models,
numerical simulation, and empirical observation.74,75 Proposed
dispersion-reducing methods include altered channel geometries
and the inclusion of compensating pairs of turns in opposing
directions.74–76 In the MEKC-CE microdevice system, Ramsey
and co-workers introduce tapered asymmetries at the turns,
which reduces turn-induced variance, resulting in an increased

peak capacity.44 Using single point detection, electropherograms
were generated for both the MEKC and CE separation dimensions (Fig. 1). The MEKC-CE approach resolved fluorescently
labeled tryptic digests in glass microchannels, with total peak
capacities as high as 4200.44 The assay was also used for analysis
of chicken egg ovalbumin and bovine serum albumin (BSA),
among other proteins.
In other work, Shadpour and Soper integrated MEKC and
microcapillary gel electrophoresis (CGE) on a single PMMA
device, achieving a peak capacity of 1121.46 SDS was introduced
as a denaturing agent in the gel electrophoresis dimension. In
a unique set-up, gel electrophoresis served as the first dimension
of separation before the analyte was repetitively transferred into
a 10 mm MEKC separation channel. The CGE-MEKC sequence
was chosen because MEKC separations were significantly faster
than the SDS microchip CGE separations. This gel sieving
matrix for CGE reduced the band diffusion that occurs in
comparison to free solution MEKC, which helped maintain tight
band widths and maximum resolution when first dimensional
species were parked for sampling. The authors employed
a comprehensive data collection technique; sampling of analyte
from the first dimension into the second dimension was carefully
controlled by current or voltage control via a programmable
multi-channel high power voltage supply. In this manner, the
electrokinetic direction of flow was diverted through ‘‘gates’’
which opened and closed to control sampling into the second
dimension. Peak capacity in the CGE separation was 19, while
that of the MEKC dimension was 59. In the analysis of a mixture
of ten different proteins, the SR was calculated to be 2.8 and 4.9
for the CGE and MEKC separations, respectively.
Isoelectric focusing – electrophoresis

Fig. 1 Electropherograms from 1D separations of FITC-labeled peptide
standards are compiled and displayed as a 2D plot. Every 4 s, effluent
from the first dimension is injected into the second. The identifiable
labeled peaks correspond to: (1) leucine enkephalin, (2) angiotensin I, (3)
angiotensin III, (4) neurotensin, (5) bradykinin. Buffers were 50 mM
TEA, 25 mM acetic acid, pH 10.7, with 10 mM SDS (MEKC) and
without SDS (CE, bottom). Reprinted with permission from Rocklin
et al.45 Copyright 2000 American Chemical Society.
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By far, the largest body of work in on-chip multidimensional
separations has been with the goal of creating a highly efficient
microchip analogue to slab gel two dimensional polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis (2D PAGE). 2D PAGE analogues are
comprised of isoelectric focusing and electrophoresis. The IEF
dimension is based on the relationship between the charge of
a molecule (isoelectric point) and the pH of the surrounding
buffer. By establishing a pH gradient in the first dimension and
running electrophoresis in the second, 2D PAGE systems are
capable of resolving proteins according to isoelectric point and
molecular weight (i.e., size).8 The slab gel 2D PAGE format
currently serves as the gold standard for multidimensional
separations of most proteins, being readily accessible and having
peak capacities on the order of 3000–5000.8,77 However, slab gel
implementations typically require a substantial run time (hours)
and can be painstakingly laborious.78
Microchip IEF-CE systems have been optimized to achieve
separations within less than ten minutes, a dramatic reduction of
two orders of magnitude when compared to the time necessary to
complete 2D slab gel PAGE.39 Variations abound, with implementations that employ denaturing SDS treatment37–40,54,79–81
(which eliminates the variability in the charge-to-mass ratio of
proteins), as well as versions that do not employ SDS.43,82 IEFCE in microdevices is often implemented using a spatially-multiplexed technique.54,79–82 On-chip IEF-CE can be performed
most simply with two intersecting channels41,43 or with an array
Lab Chip, 2009, 9, 2524–2536 | 2527

Fig. 2 Gel-like plots of an IEF-CE separation are displayed for CE analysis times of 3, 5, and 7 s, demonstrating that the center of mass of each
identifiable species moves linearly as a function of time. The horizontal axis corresponds to the relative position of each fluid element during the IEF
separation, while the vertical axis corresponds to the spatial axial dimension of the subsequent CE separations (E ¼ 390 V/cm). Approximately 3 mm, or
15%, of the total IEF channel length was sampled (E ¼ 350 V/cm). Species not identified in companion 1D separations are labeled as peaks 1, 2, and 3.
Reproduced with permission from Herr et al.43 Copyright 2003 American Chemical Society.

of parallel second dimension channels intersecting a single first
dimension channel.54,79–82 In early work, Herr et al.43 demonstrated the possibility of 2D IEF-CE on a PMMA microchip
with microchannel IEF coupled to free solution capillary electrophoresis in the second dimension at a single cross channel.
The 2D separation technique offered enhanced species resolution
when compared to independent 1D techniques, as anticipated
from multidimensional separation theory (see peaks marked 1, 2,
3 in Fig. 2). The estimated peak capacity of 1300 was limited by
the spatial resolution of the sampling junction (with a capacity of
130 in the IEF direction and 10 for the CE separation).
Modular systems. Two key dispersion-inducing challenges can
arise at the physicochemical interface of two separation dimensions: geometry-associated injection dispersion and injection
dispersion arising from heterogeneous buffer systems (i.e.,
instabilities83,84). In spatially-multiplexed systems, geometryassociated injection dispersion often occurs while the analyte is
parked in the first dimension. An approach taken by the
Whitesides group in an attempt to reduce this diffusion at openchannel intersections utilized a modular PDMS valve system to
physically isolate orthogonal microchannels from each other.39
Here, the authors used a modular strategy in which a single IEF
channel was coupled with 100 capillaries used for electrophoresis. PDMS layers were stacked in a multilevel three dimensional configuration and manually rearranged according to the
separation stage. In this manner, the intersections between
various modes of separation were not in physical contact until
just before sample transfer became necessary. Due to the small
dimensions of the features on the PDMS layers, the placement of
each level was carefully aligned under a microscope. During
coupling of the IEF separation with the multiple CE capillaries,
lateral non-uniform gaps sometimes resulted at the point of
sample transfer. Further optimization of the interface may
2528 | Lab Chip, 2009, 9, 2524–2536

alleviate resolution-reducing dispersion arising from the nonideal geometry.
A more recent paper by Demianova et al. adopted a similar
modular strategy for combined 2D electrophoresis.37 PMMA
layers with integrated electrodes were stacked, disassembled and
realigned for each separation process. The major difference
between the modular Demianova et al. approach and the
modular approach used by the Whitesides group was that instead
of transferring proteins from IEF to an array of channels for CE,
proteins were electrophoretically transferred from the IEF
separation into a prepared miniaturized slab gel. Griebel and
colleagues also utilized a modular approach to meet the challenge of developing immobilized pH gradients for IEF. In the
work, the authors demonstrated improved reproducibility of IEF
separations by designing a credit card sized device in PMMA
which accepts a prepared immobilized pH gradient (IPG) strip.38
The IPG strips, which could be prepared in advance, dehydrated
and then stored for several months at 20  C, provided a flexible
and reusable media for the first dimension of separation. A
transfer channel at the interface to 300 parallel microchannels
added the possibility of SDS-treatment of the proteins for gel
electrophoresis. Finally, a programmable array of integrated
electrodes helped provide an optimal (highly focused with
narrow bands) protein distribution without peak tailing.
Usui et al. also incorporated a commercially available IPG
strip into the design of a PMMA device.40 A special ‘‘junction
structure’’ was designed as a valveless interface to connect and
separate the first dimensional IPG strip from the second
dimensional separation, which took place within an on-chip
miniature slab polyacrylamide gel. The device also utilized
capillary action at a sample introduction port to prevent solution
leakage. All major steps of the two dimensional separation were
performed without relocating any components of the chip system
in the middle of the process. More than 100 protein spots from
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009

tissue (i.e., Cy5-labeled lysate from mouse brain) were separated
and visualized using full-field CCD imaging.
Dispersion control strategies. Tsai et al. designed an air-gap
capillary in a glass device at the junction between the first
dimension IEF channel and the second dimensional parallel
array of 11 microchannels.54 The 2-mm wide air gap prevented
contamination between the first and second dimension channels
during IEF. After the IEF step was completed, the gap was filled
with electrophoresis run buffer. Thus the air-gap functioned to
temporarily decouple the two separation dimensions. In practice
however, fluid and contamination control at the air-gap capillary
was somewhat problematic.
Das and coworkers offered an alternative solution to the
interfacing problem by placing photopolymerized pseudo-valves
of polyacrylamide gel within a polymer device at the regions of
channel intersection.79,85 In situ photoinitiated cross-linked gels
have been well-documented for microchannel separations,86–92
and here the technique was used to form a barrier to prevent
diffusion while simultaneously allowing the passage of charge
carrying proteins. The presence of the polyacrylamide barriers
had no effect on IEF behavior while simultaneously increasing
the resolution of a BSA/ovalbumin separation as compared to
other devices. In a similar fashion, Liu et al. used in situ photopolymerized polyacrylamide gel plugs as a means to separate two
different separation media in a PMMA chip.81 The ampholyte

Fig. 3 A micro-DIGE device enables high resolution protein analysis.
(A) The overall design comprises an arced, 3.75 cm long horizontal
channel for first dimension isoelectric focusing (IEF) that is punctuated
with 20 6.8 cm long vertical channels through which focused proteins are
separated in the second dimension by native gel electrophoresis. (B) The
separation channels of the two dimensions are joined by much smaller
channels forming a microfluidic interface (MFI) that fluidically decouples
the contents of the two separation dimensions, seen more clearly in
electron micrographs (C and D). The MFI channels are 25 mm wide, 400
mm long, and are etched 4 mm deep. Reproduced with permission from
Emrich et al.82 Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.
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mixture in the IEF direction was prevented from leaking into the
second dimension, comprised of CE channels. Gel plugs provide
the ability to introduce different separation media and customize
the composition of the sieving gel for specific applications.
Repeatable data collection was demonstrated using FITClabeled lysate of E. coli as a model sample.
Emrich et al. have tackled the interface problem in IEF-CE by
designing a microfluidic geometry to minimize the diffusion that
occurs at junctions between dimensions (Fig. 3).82 At the junction, interface channels were 25 mm wide, with a total crosssectional area 65 times smaller than that of the separation
channels. By keeping the gel loading channels small and
arranging each second dimensional separation channel at
a constant length, the authors were able to ensure uniform gel
loading and equal resistance (both electrical and fluidic) across
every electrophoretic separation channel. The microfluidic
multidimensional separation was used to reproducibly observe
increased levels of protein expression over successive time points.
Adopting a differential in-gel electrophoresis approach, the
authors used Cy2 and Cy3 labeled pooled lysates of E. coli,
following induced expression of maltose binding protein. An
estimated capacity of 48 was achieved in the IEF direction, and
the combined analyses could be performed at cell lysate
concentrations as low as 100 ng/mL, which represents the
contents of approximately 440,000 cells.
The Han group utilized active polymeric valves as a means to
separate buffer and sample solutions in a PDMS microdevice.41
Integrated pressure actuated valves for microdevices are
frequently fabricated and used within layers of soft elastomers

Fig. 4 The double layer PDMS channel is actively engaged through four
distinct stages of separation: (a) perspective view; (b) CE buffer loading;
(c) IEF ampholyte mixture loading; (d) isolation of target proteins by
closing all valve sets; (e) further separation of isolated proteins. Reprinted
with permission from Wang et al.41 Copyright 2004 American Chemical
Society.
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such as PDMS. The valves have been shown to pump, restrict,
and control flow within microfluidic devices with a high degree of
repeatability and precision.93,94 The elastomeric material forms
reversible bonds through van der Waals forces against itself or
the glass substrate. These reversible bonds are able to withstand
pressures on the order of 100 kPa without failure.95–97 However,
within PDMS, heat is not dissipated as efficiently as within glass
devices.39 PDMS also exhibits some natural fluorescence properties which reduce the sensitivity of on-chip fluorescence
detections.98 PDMS and polycarbonate both have an additional
advantage in that fabrication of multiple devices is relatively easy
once a master mold has been created – by allowing the PDMS to
set over a lithographed template or through hot embossing in the
case of a polycarbonate substrate.58,99 By controlling the pressures across elastomer valves, the Han group was able to electrically and fluidically isolate buffer and sample in their IEF-CE
separations. Isolation allowed sample transfer with a minimum
dead volume at the interface valve. Fig. 4 illustrates the valve
actuation sequence which allowed loading of sample and all
buffer solutions followed by two modes of separation.
Li et al. integrated denaturing IEF and SDS electrophoresis in
a microfluidic channel network fabricated in polycarbonate and
demonstrated the importance of separation media.80 In Fig. 5,
the authors used different separation media in each dimension.
The reduced bandwidth is attributable to an electrokinetic and/
or physical stacking effect at the IEF-gel interface, which
increased the SR of the system. A peak capacity of 1700 was
achieved within a footprint of 2 cm  3 cm with capacities of
approximately 10 and 170 for the IEF and CE separations,
respectively. Heart cutting methods work especially well with
microfluidic devices for IEF-CE, as IEF focused protein bands
remain immobilized once the bands have reached their respective
isoelectric points and therefore, many of the technical challenges
that come with sampling a migrating analyte peak can be avoided.

Kohlheyer et al. performed two modes of separation on
a microfabricated device without capillary IEF or CE, by
fabricating a device that can perform both free flow electrophoresis and isoelectric focusing.100 The free flow electrophoresis
technique allows fine control over the position of a sample stream
within a microfluidic device by sandwiching the sample flow
between two sheath flow streams, which allows real time separation, sample monitoring and distribution.101,102 The microdevice was fabricated from glass and used a photopolymerizable
material as a membrane to resist pressure driven flow while
allowing for ion transport. The membrane acts as a ‘‘salt bridge’’
providing hydrodynamic resistance without high electrical
resistance – which reduced the voltage necessary to perform
separations.

Alternative separation strategies
While most of the pioneering work in developing microfluidic
devices for multidimensional separations have utilized MEKCCE or IEF-CE strategies, other modes of separation have also
been combined on-chip. Some of these alternatives include
electrochromatography, isotachophoresis, and temperature
gradient gel electrophoresis. In electrochromatography, an
electric field gradient is superimposed upon a stationary phase
used for size exclusion chromatography. Using these two
mechanisms, electrochromatography is utilized primarily for
separation of large biomolecules. Gottschlich et al. dealt with the
challenge of ‘‘racetrack’’ effect band broadening by utilizing
a spiral channel geometry.42 In this combined open channel
electrochromatography (OCEC)-electrophoresis glass microchip, a long spiral OCEC channel design helped reduce band
dispersion by maintaining a large radius of curvature (Fig. 6).
Within the long spiral channel, a C18 stationary phase coating
was uniformly applied, while the orthogonal channel for CE was
left uncoated. An estimated peak capacity of 150 was achieved

Fig. 5 Fluorescence images demonstrate the 2D separation of five model proteins when utilizing multiple separation media within a single microfluidic
device. (A) Non-native IEF in the horizontal channel with focusing order of (i) actin, (ii) bovine serum albumin, ovalbumin, and trypsin inhibitor, and
(iii) parvalbumin from left to right; (B) electrokinetic transfer of focused proteins; (C) SDS gel electrophoresis. Images were captured at 90 s following
the initiation of IEF or SDS gel electrophoresis separations. These were obtained using either green fluorescence of protein-fluorescein conjugates in IEF
or red fluorescence of Sypro Red-labeled proteins during electrokinetic transfer and size-based separation. Reprinted with permission from Li et al.80
Copyright 2004 American Chemical Society.
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Fig. 6 An image of the OCEC-CE device from Gottschlich et al.,
demonstrates a large radius of curvature to minimize band broadening.
The separation channel for the first dimension (OCEC) extends from the
first valve V1 to the second valve V2. The second dimension (CE) extends
from the second valve V2 to the detection point y. Sample (S), buffer 1
and 2 (B1, B2), sample waste 1 and 2 (SW1, SW2), and waste (W)
reservoirs are positioned at the terminal of each channel. Arrows indicate
the detection points in the OCEC channel (x) and CE channel (y).
Channels and reservoirs are filled with black ink for contrast. Reprinted
with permission from Gottschlich et al.42 Copyright 2001 American
Chemical Society.

for the 2D system, with a peak capacity of 30 in the first
dimension and 5 in the second. Sample injection and sampling
rates at the channel intersections were programmed, so that an
estimated 9% of the total effluent from the first dimension was
analyzed in the second (CE) dimension.
Slentz et al. coupled functional metal affinity chromatography
with reverse-phase capillary electrochromatography in a chip.103
The device was able to demonstrate three dimensions of on-chip
chromatography with tryptic digestion of a protein followed by
Copper(II)-immobilized metal affinity chromatography [Cu(II)IMAC], affinity selection of histidine-containing peptides and
reverse-phase chromatography of those selected peptides.
Utilizing fluorescein isothiocyanate-labeled bovine serum albumate as a model protein, each stage of the device was validated
with separations occurring on the order of minutes. Cu(II)IMAC was conducted in a PDMS channel. Microfabricated frits
were used within the device for multiple functions; to retain
immobilized trypsin in one region of the device, to load Cu(II) in
another region, and to maintain a constant path length and cross
sectional area for particle transport. After the Cu(II)-IMAC
process, selected peptides were eluted through a co-located
monolithic support structure, modified with acrylamido-2methylpropanesulfonic acid for reversed-phase separation.
Isotachophoresis relies on introducing a sample between a fast
leading electrolyte and a slow terminating electrolyte with
different electrical properties to achieve physical separation of
analyte through equilibration under an applied electric potential.
In microfluidic devices, ITP has been mainly employed as
a preparative enrichment process prior to electrophoresis.104–106
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009

In this manner, Jung et al. demonstrated the separation and
detection of fluorophores in starting concentrations of 100
aM.105 ITP within a microfluidic format has also been developed
in great detail by the Kaniansky group,107–111 including
€
a combined ITP-CE chip in PMMA reported by Olveck
a et al.112
Here, the ITP enrichment and CE separation modes were performed along the same linear pathway (ITP followed by CE
within the same capillary). The device was also hydrodynamically enclosed in the sense that once the necessary channels had
been filled, peristaltic micropumps acted as valves to close the
corresponding inlets, which improved the reproducibility of
protein migration patterns within the device. The ITP-CE device
also utilized a conductivity detector, bypassing the labeling steps
required in fluorescence detection strategies.
Although not comprised of orthogonal modes of separation,
the Ivory group reported on a PDMS device that was capable of
multistage IEF.113 By using a set of intersecting channels, the
multi-stage IEF analysis achieved significantly higher resolutions
by bringing focused proteins into second and third stages of
separation with increasingly higher electric fields and shallower
pH gradients. High viscosity methylcellulose solutions in the IEF
channels improved performance. Similarly, Tsai et al. have
reported on a method that was capable of employing two
different modes of CE (with and without SDS treatment) on the
same borosilicate glass microchip.55 As demonstrated by the
authors, performing electrophoretic separations on native and
SDS-denatured proteins resulted in an increased degree of
resolution over any single mode of CE. The coupling of two
forms of electrophoresis presents the potential to increase the
interrogative capacity of existing multidimensional separation
systems which utilize on- chip CE.
While most of the devices presented in this review have
detailed microfluidic systems intended for proteomic applications, other multidimensional separation techniques used for the
analysis of metabolites and oligomers may find great potential in
on-chip integration. Buch et al. presented promising work
regarding denaturing gradient-based two-dimensional gene
mutation scanning on a microfluidic format.114,115 The technique
utilized polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification in
conjunction with a set of carefully programmed thermal and

Fig. 7 Illustration of the temporal temperature control set-up for onchip denaturing gradient-based two-dimensional gene mutation scanning
from Buch et al.115 Reproduced by permission of the Royal Society of
Chemistry.
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chemical gradients as a way to detect DNA mutations within
individuals.116–118 The assay was translated onto a polycarbonate
chip to make the process more efficient and low cost. In this
method, DNA fragments were resolved on the basis of size via
electrophoresis and base pair sequence through the comparison
of predictive melting points. A critical component in the microfluidic system was the integrated heater and thermal sensor
arrangement using an external control system through which the
requisite temperature gradients were established (Fig. 7).
Sequence identification was made possible through the use of
a fluorescent label (YOYO-1) which was tagged to three PCR
products of varying base pair length.

4. Critical challenges & future trends
Shrewd choice of separation modules
Selection of orthogonal separation mechanisms is essential to
optimize protein information extraction from a complex sample
using any multidimensional system. This choice of separation
mechanisms is influenced by the strong body of literature that
has been developed to support slab gel and capillary-based
separations. These existing separation mechanisms may often
also involve coupling with MS, which allows previously
unknown proteins to be identified based on an MS fingerprint.18,21,23,25,33,119 To maximize effectiveness for proteomic
discovery research, microchip-based separation techniques
should also become MS-compatible.120 The integration and
application of microchip separation systems with various forms
of MS has been demonstrated in several devices and covered in
greater depth within other reviews.20,121–123
The performance (i.e., SR, signal-to-noise, peak capacity) of
a total system is also critically affected by sampling rate and
transfer performance between successive dimensions. Separation
processes can suffer if dispersion occurs during sample injection,
if the sampling rate has not been optimized or if orthogonality is
compromised.124 The performance of each independent separation dimension is also important, and modifications to each
dimension can result in overall system performance enhancement. For example, in published studies with devices for MEKCCE, the Ramsey group was able to boost their reported capacity
from the range of 500–1000 up to 4200 by implementing changes
such as asymmetrically tapered turns, altered channel dimensions
and optimized parameters for electric field strength and
sampling.
Lastly, conventional chromatographic separation columns are
quite flexible, owing to compatibility with hardware including
multiple ports, pumps, and valves that allow introduction of
different phase conditions in a variety of programmable
sequences. Microfluidic fabrication techniques can be used to
produce complex channel geometries with multiple channels and
access points. To achieve comparable versatility to their column
based counterparts, microfluidic devices are being integrated
with flow control functionality including elastomer valves,
polymeric features, and channels with varied fluidic resistance.
Though the advantages of adapting multidimensional separations onto a microfluidic format are well documented, gas
chromatography, and ion exchange chromatography are some of
the common modes of separation that have had difficulty in
2532 | Lab Chip, 2009, 9, 2524–2536

making the on-chip transition. HPLC is another valuable tool in
the analysis of metabolites and oligomers that has only recently
become integrated in a microfluidic format due to the logistical
challenges of high operating pressure requirements.125–128 Thus,
much of the promise of on-chip multidimensional separation has
yet to be fully realized. While the majority of work published
deals with device validation, most proteomic research with clinical or pharmaceutical relevance which utilizes a multidimensional separation strategy continues within glass capillary, gel
and chromatographic column forms.18,23,25,33,119,129
Development of effective means to combine unit separations
Separation efficiency is not only influenced by sample leakage,
but also by the method of injection into the second dimension.
Debate exists regarding whether time-multiplexed or spatially
multiplexed separations are able to provide more information
about a given sample. Thoughtful work has been performed from
both perspectives44,130–133 with the goal of establishing uniform
and repeatable techniques that avoid dispersive loss of sample.
Approaches include computational simulations and analogous
circuit analyses to ensure uniform electric field distribution and
optimum geometric ratios at channel intersections.134,135 Automated and programmable sample transfer in capillary and
microfluidic formats offers significant potential advantages in
reproducibility when compared to existing manual transfer
processes for slab gels (i.e., in transfer to MS). However, whether
more information is gained through a serial analysis or a parallel
analysis depends on the mode of separation (if it involves the
sampling of a transient signal from a migrating peak) and upon
the number of cross channels within the device that are available
for sampling. Optimization of the size or arrangement of
orthogonal channels can increase peak capacity and SR. Schemes
that do not sample all fluid volumes from the full first dimension
are effectively diminishing the peak capacity of that first separation and the final total peak capacity of the 2D system. For
example, in the micro-DIGE analyzer,82 an array of 20 radially
oriented microchannels could be increased to a space-constrained limit of 50 microchannels. The larger number of second
dimension channels would improve the resolution of the system
by decreasing the spacing between each neighboring parallel
channel.
In another approach, Li et al. employed a staggered (multipleT) configuration so that the entire contents of the first dimension
IEF channel were transferred to the second dimensional array in
a single step.80 The staggered-T geometry facilitates electrokinetic access to the entire IEF channel length. Further, the method
was demonstrated to reduce band broadening that occurs during
sample transfer (see Fig. 5). Yang and colleagues have recently
provided further insight into the problem of electrokinetic
sample transfer by proposing a dramatic redesign of the channel
intersections, angling them at 45 rather than at perpendicular
angles.133 The geometric alteration was then coupled with additional channels for performing optimized back-biasing of the
separation process. By programming a bias voltage at channels
adjacent to the sample inlet and waste reservoirs, one can electrokinetically exclude excess sample from the injection zone to
reduce leakage and influence sample transfer. In numerical
simulation and in validation studies using fluorescence
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009

indicators, the combination of strategies resulted in significantly
smaller and more uniform field-induced plug formation in the
second dimension.
These changes were implemented in a recent paper from the
same group describing a 2-D PAGE microchip device in PMMA
which also integrated the use of in situ polyacrylamide gel plugs
and discontinuous buffer systems.136 Not only do the gel plugs
inhibit bulk flow and aid in fluid isolation, but they can also serve
as reservoirs for the application of reagents such as SDS towards
the analyte. A discontinuous buffer system was shown to enable
an ITP stacking effect which enhances the SNR and the peak
capacity for the SDS-treated CE separation when compared
against electropherograms obtained from the same chip and
a uniform buffer. The group also compared the results from
different chips containing either 10 or 20 cross channels for CE
and found that an increase in the number of sampling channels
revealed a more complex pattern of peaks, especially at the
extreme ends of the pH range due to the higher sampling resolution. Using an analysis of fluorescently labeled E. coli cell lysate
(among other proteins) as a model, a peak capacity of approximately 2880 was achieved with capacities of 144 and 20 in the CE
and IEF dimensions, respectively.
In the system presented by Rocklin et al.,45 approximately 10%
of the effluent from the first dimension is sampled as a comprehensive strategy is employed. However, the availability of proteomic information is not only dependent on the fraction of total
effluent that can be transferred, but also upon the rate at which
peaks can be sampled. With a higher sampling rate, more corresponding information from each band in the first dimension
can then be introduced into the second dimensional analysis. In
a 2003 paper published by the same group, the length of an
MEKC separation channel was increased to 196 mm from 69
mm, and an overlapping set of analysis times was used to
maximize sampling frequency and provide maximum throughput
for the CE separation.44 Timing cycles were based upon the
difference between the fastest and slowest migrating components
of the analyte and similarly, the applied field strength was tuned
to provide the highest possible SR and efficiency for the application. With these changes, Ramsey et al.44 were able to
demonstrate a 3-fold increase in sampling rate and a peak
capacity that was almost an order of magnitude greater than
those of previous devices (110 MEKC  38 CE).
System optimization
While SR is important, the repeatability of any measurement
system is an essential factor and the complexity of these particular analytical systems makes achieving reproducibility a challenge.54,81 Multidimensional systems are inherently complex;
including at least two different chemical systems for separation
and multiple channels for analysis, as well as hardware for timing
of separations and sampling. Low sample injection dispersion
during the primary injection (with the exception of focusing
methods such as IEF) and subsequent sampling injections plays
an important role. Using a modular miniature gel system,
Demianova et al.37 examined the repeatability of 2D measurements in microfluidic IEF-CE by recording the pI and molecular
weight of each resolved protein. Over three runs, the average
variation in migration distance for each species from gel-to-gel
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009

was 6.2% (0.9%) with an average pI variation of 2.5% (0.6%),
which is comparable to results from the commercially available
2D slab gel PhastSystem.23
In the multidimensional system presented by Emrich et al., the
reproducibility of peak elution patterns and electrophoretic
current was improved by including a 7M urea solution in the
electrophoresis run buffer and decreasing the field strength of the
CE separation to minimize band distortion.82 The addition of
urea may have resulted in improved reproducibility because of an
increase in protein solubility. In the end, samples still exhibited
a small run-to-run variation, possibly due to a pH gradient
compression in the separation channel. Similarly, Liu and
colleagues examined peak elution times after implementing in
situ photopolymerized gel plugs as hydrodynamic flow control
elements, which resulted in an average variation of 4.1%.81 The
variation value was taken from the average of 11 resolved peaks,
and compares favorably with the repeatability of conventional
2D slab gel PAGE.137 Within the hydrodynamically closed ITP€
CE device presented by Olveck
a et al., variation in protein
migration times was even lower – with relative standard deviations of 0.5% (n ¼ 7).112
Development of sophisticated detection & data reduction systems
Integration of multiple steps has been implemented in
commercially available 2D PAGE systems.138,139 That said,
integrated labeling (staining) of analytes is typically a timeconsuming step requiring manual intervention. The majority of
microdevices described in this review employed off-chip labeling
and, consequently, did not take advantage of significant additional time and intervention requirements. Integration of onchip staining, as demonstrated previously140 could lead to
a major reduction of the total time necessary to perform and
analyze a multidimensional separation. Incomplete degrees of
labeling may also be a significant source of measurement variability, so an efficient on-chip labeling process would likely
contribute to improvements in system repeatability as well. The
vast majority of the microdevices surveyed within this review
have analyzed simple mixtures comprised of a few known
samples. Using fully characterized biological standards is an
excellent way of performing device validation. In the future
however, it will be imperative for emerging device technologies
to confront the technical challenges of preparing and analyzing
complex, biologically relevant samples whose composition may
be unknown. A limited number of studies have focused on this
concern through the analysis of tryptically digested protein
samples44,45,103 or cell and tissue lysates.40,81,82 In one case,
Emrich et al. were able to use their on-chip system for the
differential expression protein profiling of E. Coli.82 In another
example, Usui and colleagues have reported a chip-based system
for 2D CE-IEF that was able to analyze extracted proteins from
mouse brain tissue with an SR that was greater than that of
a commercially available mini-gel system.40
For the sake of comparison with traditional 2D slab gels,
researchers typically reconstruct two-dimensional gel-like plots
from the electropherograms obtained during a multidimensional
microchip separation.43 Much room for improvement exists in
data visualization, interpretation, and implementation of well
established standards for image and data analysis of 2D
Lab Chip, 2009, 9, 2524–2536 | 2533

Table 1 Summary of Microfluidic Devices for Multidimensional Separation and Analysis
Modes of Separation

Authors

Separation/Analysis Time

Year

Capacity

Notes

MEKC-CE

Rocklin et al.

<10 mins

2000

500–1000

Ramsey et al.
Shadpour and Soper
Chen et al.
Herr et al.

<15 mins
12 mins
<10 mins
estimated  1h for total analysis

2003
2006
2002
2003

4200
1000

Griebel et al.
Li et al.

1.5 hours
<10 mins

2004
2004

Wang et al.
Tsai et al.
Usui et al.
Das et al.
Demianova et al.
Emrich et al.
Liu et al.
Yang et al.

20 mins
14 mins
< 1hour (20 mins for IEF)
<10 minutes
80 minutes
<10 mins total
15 mins

2004
2004
2006
2007
2007
2007
2008
2009

CEC-CE
MAC-RPCEC

Gottschlich et al.
Slentz et al.

13 mins
13 mins

2001
2003

ITP-CE

€
Olveck
a et al.

12 mins

2004

IEF-FFE
CE-TGGE

Kohlheyer et al.
Buch et al.

Continuous flow
5 min

2005
2005

One of the first instances of on-chip
2D separations
Asymmetrically tapered turns
CE was followed by MEKC
Modular system
First instance of on-chip,
microfluidic serial IEF-CE
Modular IPG strip
Demonstrated single and multiple
separation media
PDMS valves for channel isolation
Air gap capillary
Minigel system
Photopolymerized in situ plugs
Modular minigel
Passive microfluidic interface
Polyacrylamide gel plugs
gel plugs and discontinuous buffers
integrated with angled IEF
channels and backbiasing
C18 stationary phase
On-chip tryptic digestion followed
by 3D chromatography
One of the first demonstrations of
2D on-chip ITP-CE
Real time flow monitoring
Integrated heat gradient on
substrate base

IEF-CE

separations.141–143 A standardized set of software tools or algorithms for data processing of multidimensional separations
similar to those available for researchers working in shotgun
proteomics would serve as a valuable collective asset. Such facile
and intuitive data presentation and manipulation tools could be
especially important for those working in the field of biomarker
validation. Through analysis of increasingly complex and biologically relevant samples, investigators will gain a greater
comprehension of assay performance required for microfluidic
devices. For example, the further development of integrated
sample preparation (e.g., on-chip affinity selection mechanisms)
could certainly play an important role in this respect. Various
innovations to address these issues share the goal of achieving
levels of system capacity, sensitivity and resolution that are
comparable to, if not better than the current benchmark standards for multidimensional analysis (Table 1). We see multidimensional assay developers tackling challenging and complex
applications as a way to drive the multidimensional assay
microtechnology beyond validation, and into full-scale proteomic discovery studies and a capacity for enabling generations of
meaningful biological hypotheses.
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